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YouTube offers marketers the opportunity to
reimagine storytelling and build for the modern
viewing experience. Tara Walpert Levy, Vice
President of Agency Solutions at Google,
shares strategies for capturing consumer
attention through the power of video.

When I was in the ‘80s, the only alternative to the family TV set was
my portable TV radio, where I would watch “Family Ties” from bed,
the antenna peeking out from the covers. I guess you could say I was
among the earliest “mobile video” viewers.
Back in those days, there were only a handful of options for marketers
looking to achieve significant reach through video. Millions of people
tuned in to just a few shows each night, captivated by the antics of a
young Michael J. Fox or a bartending Ted Danson.
Today, we’re seeing the opposite. The amount of video channels and
devices available to viewers and marketers number in the thousands,
if not millions. Options to reach people through video have become
plentiful. The problem is, the captive TV audiences of the 1980s are
as rare as the jelly bracelets and feathered hairstyles that defined
the decade. Research shows that two thirds of people say they
pick up another device during a television ad break.1 Today’s scarce
commodity is no longer reach, it’s attention.
While the shows and screens have all changed since the ‘80s, many
of our viewing habits have stayed the same. There’s actually a lot
marketers can learn from the ‘80s if they’re looking to capture audience
attention. Like Marty McFly in “Back to the Future”, this article will take
us back in time to bring our online video strategies into the future.

Same Time, Same Place, Different Screens.
So what does the ‘80s viewer have in common with today’s viewer?
For one, prime time is still, well, prime. Across both television screens
and mobile devices, 8.00 p.m. to 11.00 p.m. is the most popular time
to watch YouTube.2 In fact, on mobile alone, more 18-49 year-olds
watched YouTube in prime time than the top 10 TV programmes
combined.3 We may have more devices to turn on, but there’s still no
better time to tune in.
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When they watch isn’t all today’s viewers have in common with ‘80s
viewers; they share where they like to watch, too. Just like me with my
portable TV radio in bed, more than 90% tell us they watch YouTube on
a mobile device at home, usually in the bedroom or living room.4 And
they’re bringing the YouTube content they love with them to the big
screen, too: more than half of American adults watch YouTube on their
TVs, and over 60% watch with other people.5 Sounds kind of familiar,
doesn’t it?

Marketer Takeaway:
We, as marketers, care about when people watch and what screen
they watch on. But our consumers don’t. They just want to watch their
favourite content wherever and whenever it’s right for them. They don’t
view online video and TV in silos and if we want their attention, neither
should we. Instead of sequencing our buying and planning separately –
first by TV, then by online video – we should look at the video opportunity
bottoms up and treat the entire video ecosystem as one.

Stars Beloved for Characters, Now Beloved for Character
I’ll confess I had a little crush on Alex P. Keaton, Michael J. Fox’s
character in “Family Ties”. But he was just a fictional character. Today,
online video stars are real people who show up every day to share real,
relatable life experiences and who speak directly with their fans, both
on and off camera. I loved Michael J. Fox for the character he played;
today’s fans love YouTube creators for their character.
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The insane fandom for YouTube creators is driving a resurrection of
“appointment viewing”. We’ve heard from 72% of teen and millennial
YouTube subscribers that they watch new videos from their favourite
creators within the first 24 hours of being posted, and 15% watch within
the first minute.6 These are the new captivated video audiences. It’s not
surprising, therefore, that on YouTube’s mobile app, attention to paid
advertising is 84% higher than advertising on TV, based on recent inhome eye-tracking research.7

One thing modern viewers have in common with ‘80s kids is that they
want to connect with the stars they love. But fans these days don’t just
hang posters on bedroom walls; they hang out with YouTube creators
and the communities that love them.
Marketer Takeaway: Brands can capture attention by tapping into the
brand equity of YouTube creators through media or by partnering more
deeply with them on the content itself.

Classic Ad Lengths, Now with a Snackable Complement
Back when I was a kid, advertisers usually stuck to a traditional set of ad
lengths. For video ads online, advertisers have followed a similar model
and stayed loyal to the 15, 30 and 60 second options. At Google, we’ve
been experimenting with alternative ad lengths and we’ve found that
online video requires more options than traditional TV ads.
While standard ad lengths are staples of any video plan, different ad lengths
work best at different moments for consumers. Think about the different
ways you consume video throughout the day, like when a friend sends you
a link to a funny video. You’re not necessarily in the mood or the moment
to watch a long ad beforehand. But when you’re sitting around at home
watching a playlist of comedy videos, you’re much more open to it.
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With so many devices to choose from, and a variety of viewing
circumstances, today’s viewers require different ad lengths to capture
their attention. That’s why, earlier this year, Google launched a sixsecond ad format, so we could connect with viewers even when their
attention spans are limited. We saw in the pilot that there were sets of
circumstances and content choices that indicated when a user would be
more likely to only watch six seconds. These little ads are short on time,
but long on impact: nine out of 10 campaigns running six-second ads
saw lifts in ad recall.8

Marketer Takeaway: Make the most of six-second ads and expand
your creative assets to best capture people’s attention, no matter the
moment. And as you do, track impact.

Putting it all together
I’m personally nostalgic for the days of “Family Ties”. But professionally, I’m
not. As a marketer, I’m so energised by the new and exciting ways we get
to connect with viewers. As we think about reimagining video today to get
more of people’s attention, I’d ask that you consider the following questions:
1. Are we planning and buying for one ecosystem across video
platforms versus sequencing or silos? Are we adapting to the new
prime time programming – which often prioritises online video?
2. Are we taking advantage of the brand equity associated with
today’s biggest content influencers, no matter where they are?
What have we learned from how they’re adapting their creative
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approach that would work for us?
3. Are we matching our ads to the moment? Are we experimenting
with different ad lengths– 06, 15, 30 and more – to reach viewers
with an ad that works for them at that moment in their day?
As you ask your teams these questions and look forward to 2017, don’t
forget to look back and remember the ‘80s. As fast as things are changing,
it’s important to remember that many of the fundamentals remain the
same. (And if you see Alex P. Keaton, tell him to give me a call).
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